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Scottish Friendly’s report to with-profits policyholders for the year 2016  

Introduction  

The Conduct of Business sourcebook of the Financial Conduct Authority (‘FCA’) requires firms to 
establish and maintain ‘Principles and Practices of Financial Management’ (‘PPFM’) to govern their 
conduct of their with profits business.  
 
The FCA also requires the firm to report to its with-profits policyholders stating whether, throughout 
the financial year to which the report relates, the firm believes it has complied with its obligations 
relating to PPFM and setting out the firm's reasons for that belief.  
 
Throughout 2016 Scottish Friendly has published and maintained separate PPFM documents 
covering the management of the Unitised With Profits Policies and Conventional With Profits Policies 
written within the Scottish Friendly Main Fund.  In addition, separate PPFM documents have been 
published and maintained throughout 2015 for the Rational Shelley, LANMAS, Scottish Legal and 
M&GM sub-funds.   
 
‘Consumer-friendly’ versions of each of these documents have also been published. Both the PPFM 
documents and the consumer-friendly versions are available electronically on the internet at 
www.scottishfriendly.co.uk.  
 
The Principles are high-level statements that reflect the general approach adopted in managing the 
with-profits fund and are not expected to change often.    
 
The Practices are statements of specific practice employed in managing the with profits fund.  They 
reflect the current approaches given the particular circumstances and economic conditions.  
Practices are likely to be revised in response to changes in the regulatory, business and economic 
environment and as new methods and techniques are developed in the life and pensions industry.  
However, the different Practices would still need to conform to the Principles.    
 
The only changes made to the PPFM documents during 2016 was that the PPFM applying to the 
M&GM sub-fund now reflects the fact that separate final bonus rate tables may be used for life and 
pensions business, the PPFMs applying to the Unitised With Profits and Conventional With Profits 
now include a clearer description of how investment returns may be adjusted to reflect profits 
earned elsewhere in the business, and the PPFMs applying to Rational Shelley, LANMAS, Scottish 
Legal and M&GM sub-funds clarify the support structure that exists with the main fund should the 
capital position be threatened.  
 
Compliance with PPFM  
Scottish Friendly has established procedures to ensure that its Board of Directors can satisfy itself at 
regular intervals that the with-profits business is being managed in accordance with the PPFM; these 
procedures include formal reports to the Board from the With-Profits Actuary, David Lechmere of 
OAC Actuaries and Consultants, and an Independent Person, Christopher Critchlow of OAC Actuaries 
and Consultants, appointed to review PPFM compliance.  
 
A report from the With-Profits Actuary to with-profits policyholders is annexed to this report, as is 
the report of the Independent Person. 
 
Scottish Friendly believes that it has complied with its obligations relating to PPFM for the reasons 
described in the following sections.  
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Payouts  
 
The Bonus Declaration agreed by the Board, based on the recommendations made by the With-
Profits Actuary in his Bonus Recommendation Report, met the requirements of the PPFMs in terms 
of the bonus and smoothing policy detailed therein.   
 
For most classes of with-profits business, payouts were determined having regard to asset shares to 
endeavour that fairness is maintained between different groups and generations of policies.  The 
PPFM contains target ranges for maturity and surrender payouts relative to their asset shares. We 
set our bonuses with the aim of keeping our payouts within the target range and ensure that we 
have good reason to believe that 90% of payouts are or will be within the target range.  
 
During 2016 the payouts for maturities and surrenders for the majority of business blocks fell within 
the target ranges.  For blocks where payouts fell outwith the target ranges, further investigations 
have been carried out, and we are comfortable that payouts to policyholders are fair.  
 
Asset shares are a less appropriate measure for whole of life policies and for these policies payouts 
will continue to be derived from the sum assured and bonuses attaching to the policy.  
 
Investment Strategy  
 
Responsibility for monitoring investment performance and strategy is the responsibility of the Board 
and is delegated to the Investment Committee.  This has been carried out in accordance with the 
PPFM.  Asset allocation was carried out in accordance with the parameters set out in the PPFM.  
 
Business risk  
 
As members of friendly society, with-profits policyholders ultimately bear the risks and rewards of all 
business undertaken by Scottish Friendly.  Any significant additional business risks to be undertaken 
by Scottish Friendly require the approval of the Board and Executive, acting on the advice of the 
With-Profits Actuary and taking into consideration the risks to which with-profits policyholders are 
and may become exposed, and are based on expectations of achieving appropriate returns for the 
with-profits policyholders commensurate to the risks borne.   
 
 
Donald Macleod 
Chief Actuary 
18 May 2017 
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With-Profits Actuary’s report to with-profits 

policyholders for the year 2016 

As With-Profits Actuary to Scottish Friendly I am required to report to the with-profits policyholders every 
year on whether, in my opinion, the with-profits business of Scottish Friendly has been managed over the 
year in a way that takes their interests into account in a reasonable and proportionate manner. 

Policyholders should not rely solely on the information contained in this report when making financial 
decisions and this report does not represent financial advice. I can confirm that, throughout 2016, I have had 
full access to the actuarial team and the Board of Scottish Friendly to discuss matters relating to with-profits 
business. In addition, in preparing this report, I have taken account of the rules of the Financial Conduct 
Authority, the relevant standards published by the Financial Reporting Council and the Practice Standards of 
the Actuarial Profession. 

In my opinion, the annual report by Scottish Friendly to its with-profits policyholders, and the discretion 
exercised by Scottish Friendly in respect of 2016, has taken the interests of its with-profits policyholders into 
account in a reasonable and proportionate manner.  I believe that the Society has complied appropriately 
with the requirements of its Principles and Practices of Financial Management for the Main Fund and the 
notional funds for transferred business.  I also consider that the Society has paid due regard to the 
information needs of its members. 

Presented by the With-Profits Actuary, David Lechmere FIA to the Board of Scottish Friendly 
Assurance Society Ltd on 24th May 2017  
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ure noted last year. I am aware of the investiga
eam have undertaken to explain this result and
es not continue.

t 68% of maturities are within target range wit
standable given the guaranteed benefits excee
ive less than 75% of asset share although the tot
r is being investigated. Overall I am satisfied tha
being satisfied.

at 98% of payouts fall within the target range
he requirements of the PPFM.

nge of target asset shares reflecting the characte

rities and surrenders; and
ole of life contracts where the asset share calculat

PA’s investigations into the reasons why payouts
ed that these are well understood and that there
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rities and surrenders for

oothed asset share
oothed asset share

east 90% of maturity and
ave been identified with
o favourable in that there
es above 120% of asset
ations that the WPA and
I understand steps have

th the average payment
d the asset share. For
al amount paid in claims

at the terms of the PPFM

and I am satisfied that

eristics of that business,

tion does not, in general,

s have fallen outside the
e is little merit in further
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work being undertaken in thi
asset shares I am satisfied tha

LANMAS target range

4.14. As this business is all unitise
equal 100% of asset share. I
range because there were add
basis I am satisfied that the te

MGM

4.15. The small numbers of claims o
is likely there will be significan
falling within range. UWP bu
life business and 37% for pen
satisfactory result given the a
processes during 2016 since t
efforts over 2017 to try and
range particularly on pensions

Smoothing policy

4.16. Practices in relation to smooth

SFA OB and IB Payo
SFA unitised No
SLL Payo
LANMAS No
RS No
MGM Payo

circu

4.17. I have reviewed the impact o
they are consistent with the st

Compliance assessme

4.18. I confirm that, in my opinion,
been complied with during th

4.19. I would like to see the benefit
SFA and MGM business such
reviews.

With-Profits Adviso

reserved

is area. Additionally as payouts are in aggregate
t the broad requirements of the PPFM have been

d and operated on a shadow fund basis I wou
understand however as a small number of payo

ditional benefits within the contract which distort
erms of the PPFM have been satisfied.

on MGM’s conventional business (43 in total ove
nt variations in payouts and this is evidenced in t
usiness is also highly variable with 74% of claims
sions business. The WPA has concluded that this

amount of work that has had to be done to imp
he business was taken on in 2015. However I wo
improve the position to try and improve the p

s business.

hing policy vary by class of business:

out changes limited to no more than 10% a year
restrictions
out changes limited to no more than 10% a year
restrictions
restrictions
out changes limited to no more than 5% a year su
umstances, to variations of +/- 7.5% a month

of Scottish Friendly’s bonuses over the relevant
tated practices as outlined above.

ent

the principles and practices as regards bonus po
e relevant period.

ts of the changes in the management of claim va
h that some of the issues noted above are not
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e in excess of calculated
met.

ld expect all payouts to
outs fell below the target
ted the analysis. On that

er the year) means that it
the results with 37 (86%)
s falling within range for
s represents a reasonably
rove the MGM data and
uld like to see continued
proportion falling within

ubject, in more extreme

period and confirm that

licy and smoothing have

lues and asset shares on
repeated in subsequent
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5. Investment strate

5.1. The PPFM vests responsibility
mandates directly with the B
Scottish Friendly's Investment

5.2. The PPFMs identify the numb
as three: fixed interest includin

5.3. I have reviewed Scottish Fri
relevant period and confirm th
set out in Scottish Friendly's P

With-Profits Adviso

reserved

egy

y for monitoring performance, strategy and com
oard. The Board has delegated management o
t Committee.

er of main asset classes for the purposes of settin
ng cash, equity and property.

endly's investments, and the WPAs analysis of
hat, in my opinion, they are consistent with the pr

PPFMs.
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mpliance with investment
f investment strategy to

ng investment guidelines

f those assets over the
rinciples and practices as
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6. Business risk, cha
business

Exposure to business

6.1. Being a mutual, with-profits
undertaken by Scottish Frien
capital. The main risk is assoc

6.2. A stated principle is that any
approval of the Board and
expectations of achieving ap
the risks borne.

6.3. Business risks arise in the form

Investment in subsidiaries
Writing significant volume
Writing significant volume

6.4. No major new business risks
new business over 2016 is in
extent, the underlying risks of

Charges and Expense

6.5. I have considered the WPA’
combined with the Chief Actu
MGM business funds were in
am satisfied that Scottish Frien

Management of the E

6.6. The estate is the excess of
guarantees. It is assessed on

6.7. The PPFM sets out a target ra
reserving requirements. The t
requirements. The with-profi
range during the year.

6.8. The estate continues to be us
policies (likewise guarantee co
to meet its other committed u

With-Profits Adviso

reserved

arges and expenses, the est

risk

s policyholders ultimately bear the risks and
dly although the estate is available to provide

ciated with the acquisition and maintenance of bu

y significant additional risks undertaken by Scott
Executive, acting on the advice of the WPA, a
propriate returns for the with-profits policyhold

m of:

s.
es of new non-profit business.
es of new with-profits business with high underlyi

were accepted during the relevant period. The W
line with business plans and does not considered
f the business.

es

’s review of the apportionment of expenses b
uary’s assurances that the expenses charged to th
accordance with the scale of fees in the PPFM an
ndly has complied with the terms of the PPFMs ov

Estate

the assets of the fund over the asset shares
a realistic basic and provides the working capital

ange for the estate in terms of the free assets und
target range is between 5% and 25% of the total
ts actuary report confirms that the estate has rem

sed to meet the excess of any expenses over the
osts). This falls within its capacity to fund withou
uses.
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ate and new

rewards of all business
smoothing and working

usiness.

tish Friendly require the
nd would be based on

ders commensurate with

ing guarantees.

WPA has confirmed that
d to distort, to a material

between sub-funds and,
he SLL, RS, LANMAS and
nd Schemes of Transfer, I
ver the relevant period.

s and the provision for
on a Society-wide basis.

der the current statutory
of the realistic reserving

mained within the target

e charges to with-profits
ut prejudice to the ability
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Volume of new busin

6.9. Scottish Friendly’s Ordinary Br
and the sub-funds are closed
the volume of new business
detrimental to the interests
investigations and reports su
supported by the existing ma
interests of existing policyhold

Compliance assessme

6.10. Overall, as far as

Exposure to business ris
Charges and Expenses
Management of the Est
Volume of new busines

6.11. I can confirm that, in my op
complied with during the relev

With-Profits Adviso

reserved

ess

ranch fund continues to write new business. The
to new business. I understand that there are cu

s that may be accepted and that the writing o
of existing with-profits customers. My review
pports this view. I also understand that Scottish
rgins in the with-profits fund or from the estate w
ders.

ent

sk

tate
ss

inion, based on the information available to me
vant period.
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e Industrial Business fund
rrently no constraints on
of such business is not
of the various financial

h Friendly's plans can be
without detriment to the

e, the PPFMs have been
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7. Summary

7.1. In my opinion Scottish Friendl

obtained appropriate r
concerning the interest
given me sufficient tim
considered;
considered fully and g
management of the wit
not departed in any ma

7.2. I am satisfied that I have be
complete my role in accordan

7.3. I am satisfied that the way in
reflected in the relevant PPFM

7.4. I am satisfied that Scottish F
relevant PPFM.

7.5. I am satisfied the Board has ex

7.6. I am satisfied that where ther
shareholders, these have been

7.7. I confirm that I do not require
profits policyholders in additio

7.8. I have highlighted in this repo
priority in terms of maintaini
discuss these matters directly

Christopher Critchlow
Independent Person

With-Profits Adviso

reserved

ly's Board has, over the relevant period:

reports, advice and recommendations from me
s of with-profits policyholders;

me to enable me to provide fully considered inp

given due regard to my input when determining
th-profits funds and the interests of with-profits p
aterial way from my advice or recommendations.

en provided with sufficient information and res
nce with the standards set out in COBS20.5.

which each with-profits fund is managed by Sco
M.

Friendly has managed its with-profits business

xercised its discretion in an appropriate manner.

re are competing or conflicting rights and intere
n addressed in a fair and reasonable manner.

e Scottish Friendly to allow me to make any state
on to its annual report to those policyholders.

ort the specific matters that I believe Scottish Frie
ng the fair treatment of policyholders. I would
with the Board.
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on all significant issues

put on the issues to be

g issues concerning the
policyholders; and

ources to enable me to

ottish Friendly is properly

in accordance with the

ests of policyholders and

ement or report to with-

endly should review as a
welcome the chance to
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Appendix A – Terms

Scottish Friendly Assurance Society
Friendly with a with-profits advisor
profits governance in accordance wi

The ultimate responsibility for mana
role of the Advisory Arrangement is
the Board. The Advisory Arrang
policyholders are appropriately cons

Scottish Friendly has chosen to use
Christopher Critchlow of OAC is the

Scottish Friendly has a single Main
business transferred from Marine &
same advisory arrangement will app

Terms of Reference

1. To assess the way in which t
reflected in the Principles & P

2. To assess whether Scottish Fri

3. To assess whether Scottish Fr
compared with other stakeho

4. To provide advice and guidan
expect the advisory arrangem

5. To identify surplus and excess

6. To consider how bonus rates,
and applied.

7. To consider the relative intere

8. To consider with-profits custo
reports to with-profits policyh

9. To consider and asses any sig

10. To assess future sales targets

11. To assess the impact of any p

12. To assess management inform

With-Profits Adviso

reserved

of reference

Limited ("Scottish Friendly") has contracted with
ry arrangement. The Advisory Arrangement has
th COBS 20.5.

aging the with-profits fund rests with the Board o
s, in part, to act in an advisory capacity to inform
ement also acts as a means by which the i
sidered within the Scottish Friendly’s governance

e an independent person as its with-profits ad
person chosen to fill the role.

n Fund but within that fund there are separat
& General Mutual, Scottish Legal Life, LANMAS an

ly to the Main Fund and the transferred business.

the fund is managed by Scottish Friendly and w
Practices of Financial Management (“PPFM”)

iendly is complying with the principles and practic

riendly is addressing the rights and interests of w
lders in a way that is consistent with treating cust

nce on any other issues that with-profits policyh
ent to be involved in.

s surplus and the merits of distribution / retention

smoothing and, if relevant, market value reductio

ests of policyholders with and without valuable gu

omer communications, such as bonus statement
holders.

nificant changes to the risk / investment profile o

and its impact on the assets and surplus of the fu

lanned management actions.

mation, including any policyholder complaints.
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OAC to provide Scottish
s responsibility for with-

of Scottish Friendly. The
m the decision-making of

nterests of with-profits
structures.

visory arrangement and

te designated funds for
nd Rational Shelley. The
.

whether this is properly

ces set out in the PPFM.

with-profits policyholders
tomers fairly.

olders might reasonably

n.

ons have been calculated

uarantees.

s, product literature and

of the fund.

und.
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13. To assess the drafting, review
transferred business, and any

14. To assess and consider the ap

15. To advise the Board on the su
actuary.

16. To assess the performance of

17. To bring to the attention of
appropriate and relevant to th
but, not limited to, COBs 20.5.

Reporting

The Independent Person is require
compliance with the PPFM documen

When Bonus Proposals are presente
he has reviewed the proposals and i

The Independent Person will also b
Scottish Friendly’s Actuarial Functio
Friendly’s with-profits policyholders

Other Matters

The Independent Person will have
reasonable requests for additional s
and / or external resource in order to

The Independent Person will manag
standards of the Actuarial Profession

With-Profits Adviso

reserved

w and updating of and compliance with run-off
similar matters.

ppropriateness of the costs and expenses incurred

uitability of candidates for the proposed appoint

the with-profits actuary at least annually and rep

the Board any other matter which the Independ
he Board’s responsibilities in respect of its with-p
.

ed to report formally to the Board once a yea
nts.

ed to the Board the Independent Person will be e
s satisfied with them, so that this can be recorded

be asked to consider and comment on other d
on or the With-Profits Actuary to ensure that t
are taken into account in a fair and reasonable m

access to Scottish Friendly’s With-Profits Actua
support from the Scottish Friendly’s internal actu
o perform his role effectively will be considered b

ge any conflicts of interests arising from his role
n.
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f plans in respect of the

d in running the fund.

tment of the with-profits

ort to the Board.

dent Person considers is
rofits business, including

ar on Scottish Friendly’s

expected to confirm that
d in the Board minutes.

documents produced by
the interests of Scottish

manner.

ary as required and any
uarial or other resources

by the Board.

e in accordance with the
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